
BRIEFING

Keep a record of all safety education and include the date, discussion leader name, and a listing of all employees in attendance on the 
Attendance Register. This is one of a series of safety information guides. Use this as a framework for safety discussions within the workplace. 
It is a general description ONLY and does not carry the force of legal opinion. Visit SAFETY WORKSTM at www.clearpathmutual.com for 
additional FREE training, education, and awareness material. SAFETY WORKS, Work It! TM

HAZCOM 
Healthcare workers know the power of chemicals. They make the job easier, more effective — and they help 

save lives. The Hazard Communication Standard (HCS) is now aligned with the Globally Harmonized System of 

Classification and Labeling of Chemicals (GHS). This update to the Hazard Communication Standard (HCS) will 

provide a common and coherent approach to classifying chemicals and communicating hazard information on 

labels and safety data sheets. 

 

RIGHT-TO-KNOW

  OSHA guarantees employees the “Right-To-Know” about potential chemical hazards in the workplace.

  OSHA requires employers to develop and maintain a Hazard Communication Program.

  Learn about the hazardous chemicals on the job and learn the steps to work safely. 

 

RISK

  A chemical can be a physical hazard, a health hazard, or both.

  A physical hazard can cause a dangerous situation like a fire or an explosion.

  A health hazard can damage an employee’s health by inhaling, eating, or splashing chemicals on the  

  skin or face. 

 

COMPANY HAZCOM PROGRAM

  Read the company-written Hazard Communication Program.

  The company-written Hazard Communication Program includes a list of all chemicals present in the  

  workplace and GHS symbols.

  Know where to find Safety Data Sheets (SDS) for hazardous chemicals.

  Never leave an unmarked container of hazardous chemical unattended.

  Read labels and never assume any content is harmless.

  Check out the SDS for the chemicals you work with. 

 

 

WHEN IT COMES TO WORKING WITH CHEMICALS, IT IS WHAT YOU KNOW THAT COUNTS.
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ATTENDANCE REGISTER
The BRIEFING or any safety discussion does not meet OSHA training requirement. Training must 

include testing or “proof” that employees comprehend and understand the material presented. OSHA 
recommends that employers keep a record of all safety and health training and education. Records 

provide evidence of the employer’s god faith and compliance with OSHA standards. Have all attending 
employees sign below and maintain a copy of this Briefing for your educational records.
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